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VISION DC

Vision DC manages and optimizes the flow of 
goods within a distribution center of an enterprise. 

It provides complete insight into your inventory 
with an ultimate goal of delivering efficiency in the 

movement of goods in a warehouse. Vision DC 
offers wholesale, retail, store, and consumer-direct 
web order fulfillment capabilities. Vision Mobile DC 
facilitates all picking, shipping, and relocating to be 
accomplished with little need to access a physical 

work station.

FEATURES
Increase operating efficiency 

and improve receiving, internal 
movement, and shipping.

Intelligent picking algorithm that 
moves merchandise from the 

enterprise to customers quicker.

DC helps better manage and 
automate your warehouse and 

fulfillment.

DC streamlines essential supply chain processes for multi-
channel enterprises, including store, catalog and e-commerce 
retailers. You will gain complete visibility and control of orders 
and inventory while it is inbound, in your facility, or on its 
way to the next destination. DC supports both store and 
consumer-direct fulfillment capabilities, moving merchandise 
from vendors to the point of customer possession faster 
and at a lower cost. The solution facilitates the coordinated 
movement of merchandise and information throughout your 
supply chain.

Your Vision, Our Solution

Maximize accuracy and productivity 
with mobile directed activities in 

real-time.

Fully integrated with the Vision Suite 
Solution.

Web based application that can give 
you visibility into the warehouse, 

either on-site or off.

“Our Jesta I.S. platform supports current and future acquisitions 
and enables us to achieve faster time to market, better visibility 

and reduced cost of ownership throughout our operations, in our 
continued effort to better server our customers.”

George Feldenkreis, CEO


